Conflicts of thermal adaptation and fever--a cybernetic approach based on physiological experiments.
Cold adaptation aims primarily at a better economy, i.e., preservation of energy often at the cost of a lower mean body temperature during cold stress, whereas heat adaptation whether achieved by exposure to a hot environment or by endogenous heat produced by muscle exercise, often brings about a higher efficiency of control, i.e., a lower mean body temperature during heat stress, at the cost of a higher water loss. While cold adaptation is beneficial in a cold environment, it may constitute a detrimental factor for exposure to a hot environment, mainly because of morphological adaptation. Heat adaptation may be maladaptive for cold exposure, mainly because of functional adaptation. Heat adaptation clearly is best suited to avoid higher body temperatures in fever, no matter which environmental conditions prevail. On the other hand, cold adaptation is detrimental for coping with fever in hot environment. Yet, in the cold, preceding cold adaptation may, because of reduced metabolic heat production, result in lower febrile increase of body temperature. Apparently controversial effects and results may be analyzed in the framework of a cybernetic approach to the main mechanisms of thermal adaptation and fever. Morphological adaptations alter the properties of the heat transfer characteristics of the body ("passive system"), whereas functional adaptation and fever concern the subsystems of control, namely sensors, integrative centers and effectors. In a closed control-loop the two types of adaptation have totally different consequences. It is shown that the experimental results are consistent with the predictions of such an approach.